
My esteemed colleague Johan
Kugelberg has already mentioned
Angel Face a couple of times in

the pages of Ugly Things. When, by a stroke
of luck, I ended up on bassist Pascal Regoli’s
website, I jumped at the occasion to ask him
to tell their tale. Thanks to him, I got in touch
with Riton Angel Face, who had formed the
band with Pascal’s brother, Julien, and with
Henri Flesh who was one of their (too many)
singers.

I have to confess it took me a long time to pay
attention to these lads, being too young when
they were active the first time around and being
in a phase of strict ‘60s sound diet when their
retrospective Last Sounds From A Wild Odyssey
album was put together. And yet, my path had
come close to theirs a few times. I went to high
school a couple of miles away from where the
core of the band was raised. I spent a lot of time
in a record store where Julien Regoli was work-
ing through the mid ‘80s. And while in college,
I hung out with a girl that had become their
singer when they got back together in 1984. I
didn’t even know that fact at the time, as I only
met her when she was bass player for Witches
Valley, a ‘hillbilly-garage-hardcore’ band I shared
the stage with a couple of times in the late ‘80s.
It took finding a bootleg CD of Wild Odyssey in a
New York City record store to finally hook me
up to their sound.

Angel Face started as an improv rock instru-
mental band more concerned with psychedeli-
cally tripping on their own sonic bursts than
delivering a technically correct progressive per-
formance. The band then slowly developed a
punk sound more connected with the high en-
ergy of Detroit than the safety pins of the Roxy.
Although the recordings gathered on A Wild
Odyssey are a bit late in the game—October ’76,
late ’77, ’78—to get an indisputable ‘Proto Punk’
medal, the feeling is 100% pre-CBGB’s/Roxy
punk. All the influences you hear are pre-
Ramones/Pistols, despite Angel Face being aware
and digging that then ‘new’ wave of punk rock.
You hear heavy echoes of the Stooges in almost
every song, but without being ‘by numbers’;
and you also hear bits of Can (“Biker’s Ride”),
Hawkwind (“Black on the Lip”) and the Velvet
Underground (“Thank You Lou for Vicious”—
obviously). The three songs recorded by Riton
and Pascal alone are pure DIY gems, with just a
voice, an electric guitar, and a very discreet though
efficient synth. It’s all roughly played and re-
corded, and it sounds even better that way. The
English accent of the singers is even rougher,
especially Eric Tendz’s (well, he’s not actually
singing in English anyway). As far as I’m con-
cerned, this is part of the charm of Angel Face.

Some may think they didn’t achieve much in
their prime (less than ten shows in two years,
no records), losing singers and drummers at a
Spinal Tap pace. Still, they were a pretty unique
bunch of rock & roll lovers that only did what
they wanted, refusing to bend in front of any
trend. They belong to that short period of time
when punk rock wasn’t a cliché yet, when the
blank generation was building something new
instead of being enslaved to their own form of
conformism.

RITON ANGEL FACE
Patrick Cavalier a.k.a. Riton Angel Face: I

was born in Donzy, Nievre [150 miles south of
Paris], in 1949. I moved to L’Haye Les Roses, in
the southern suburbs of Paris when I was three.
I was the oldest of six brothers and sisters. I left
home just before turning 20 and I started to
wander for a while around the same suburbs,
Sceaux, Bourg La Reine…

UT: When did you get the rock & roll bug?
RAF: I got it through a friend, Marc Estienne.

I was part of a soccer team in my hometown,
and one day a new guy joined and that was Marc.
We became buddies and later on he asked me if I
knew “this”? I didn’t. I was listening to Johnny
[Hallyday] at that time. My first records, I got
them along with a record player my father gave
me for my certificat d’études [the first diploma
you could get, at the end of Junior High School].
My dad was a bricklayer, he wasn’t making much
money, but he was so happy I had my diploma
that he asked me what wanted, and that was
that. I bought three records: Johnny singing “Da
Do Ron Ron,” Sheila’s “L’école est finie” and
one by Adamo I believe [definitely three records
you should avoid]. So one day my buddy asked

me if I knew this band, the Rolling Stones: I had
no idea who he was talking about. He played me
“The Last Time” and I was hooked. I went to see
them at the Olympia theater. Outside, there were
a few police trucks all around the place. That
made people nervous and they started to harass
the cops. So the police charged and everybody
did a runner. What a mess! I didn’t see much
else back then, I was a real homebody.

Around 1968, I started to live with a friend in
Bourg La Reine, a much more bourgeois city than
the blue collar L’Haye Les Roses. We lived in a
pad above his father’s shop; he was an optician.
We were listening to the Mothers, Soft Machine,
Dylan, Sun Ra, Incredible String Band, Amon
Duul, John Mayall… I had a few temp odd jobs,
with long periods of idleness as soon as I had
enough dough. And I didn’t need much.

UT: When did you pick up the guitar?
RAF: Pretty late: I was 17 or 18, maybe even

older. Up to that time, soccer was my thing. I
was even playing on
my own, dreaming to
become the best player
in the world [laughs].
Then Jean-Luc intro-
duced me to one of his
friends, Babade. He’s
the one who taught me
the three basic chords.
I played the last Stones
45 for him, “Street
Fighting Man,” and he
said it was messy
[laughs]. He was an ace
guitar player, improvis-
ing a lot, but also very
bluesy. He got all the

girls [laughs]. We played together, but
it didn’t last very long ’cause I wasn’t
very talented and it was boring. Later
on I teamed up with a guy from Mo-
rocco, Tahar, and we were doing some
kind of space rock together, influ-
enced by Pink Floyd. We were both
beginners and had a special way to
tune our guitars.

I was still in touch with Babade
though. I bought Iggy & the Stooges’
Raw Power from him. I didn’t know
them before that and when I first
heard it, I thought “What a bunch of
crackpots!” But after a few listens, I
found out there was something I re-
ally dug in this. At that point, I was
playing with a friend who had a drum
kit, Alain Jallut. And we tried to play
with Babade, but without going very
far. That’s when I decided that I
should avoid any kind of influences.
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Angel Face in St Nazaire le Désert, October 1976.
L to R: Julien, Pascal, Henri, Snoopy, Riton.

Riton as an aspiring
young soccer player.
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I was going to do all I could not to use any of the
basic three chords I’d learned. What followed
came from that idea.

UT: How did you meet Julien Regoli?
RAF: Through a ‘rock critic’ I knew, Christian

Victor [real name, Christian Pluchet, but he also
wrote a novel as Christian Louis]. Christian knew
I was trying to get a band together and he said he
knew someone who had the same goal, and that
was Julien. Julien came to my place, I played for
him a few recordings I had done with Alain and
Babade, and he liked what he heard. Pascal
[Regoli] joined us, then Hervé Zénouda.

UT: Where did the name come from?
RAF: Otto Preminger’s movie, Angel Face. This

was Julien’s idea.

THE REGOLI BROTHERS
Pascal Regoli: I was born in 1956, just like

“Be Bop a Lula.” I lived for 17 years in the happy
city of Fresnes in the southern suburbs of Paris,
well known for its penitentiary [and a couple
miles down the road from Riton’s home]. Julien
was the source for the music in the house as he
was seven years older than I. His first shock
came with Johnny [Hallyday] when he appeared
on some lousy TV show back in ’59. Then came
the Twist years before the discovery of the En-
glish bands. Early on, my brother started to steal
a few EPs from a neighboring record shop. We

were blown away by The Who,
the Stones, the Pretty Things,
the Trogg—looking at them on
those picture sleeves, looking so
cool. And the music, it was like
the Martians had landed in our
suburb, for real. A brand new
world for us. I also enjoyed
Jacques Brel and later on,
Hendrix. Anything with energy,
it was all good! Then the psy-
chedelic stuff—the Electric
Prunes and company. But the
Yankees came later in the game
for us.

UT: Did Nuggets make an im-
pact on you guys?

PR: For sure, especially as we
were able to find some of the
original records in the import
bins, often at bargain prices.

Musically, our clique was turned on by the
American psych-punk. But the louder, heavier
bands were not everybody’s cup of tea. Hervé
[Zénouda] and Pierre [Cousseau a.k.a. Pierre
Goddard, more on him later] enjoyed Back in the
USA by the MC5 more than the live disc [Kick
Out the Jams], which remains for me the temple
of sonic energy. Those guys started to dig The
Who with Who’s Next and the Stooges with Raw
Power. They dug straighter stuff. Todd Rundgren
had many fans too.

Many other acts were important for me in the
early ‘70s, from Au Bonheur des Dames [a retro
50’s/novelty act, and a bunch of freaks] to Red
Noise or Ame Son as far as the French scene was
concerned. Ame Son were a rock band with some
kind of a poetic way, sometimes making me think
of Gong [members Patrick Fontaine and Marc
Blanc had played in Banana Moon with Daevid
Allen before forming the band in ’69]. I loved
the look of their bass player, with his poncho,
reminding me of Bob Robertson a.k.a. Sergio
Leone’s movies. And his sound: he was using
M.I. [Musique Industrie] equipment, a French
brand. Ame Son music was rich and original.

Red Noise was Patrick Vian’s band; he was the
son of Boris Vian [who besides his famous nov-
els, was involved in the earliest French rock &
roll records as a songwriter]. They had a big im-
pact on my brother. They made one album,
Sarcelles-Lochères. They were very politically

aware. And were into
improvisation. Some-
times they were good,
sometimes, not. Patrick
used to play turning his
back to the audience,
facing his amp. Very free,
jazz and rock, but defi-
nitely not jazz rock. Play-
ing with feedback, like
Hendrix did, sculpting
the sound, tearing it up,
away from the concept
of notes or conventional
music. An extreme treat-
ment of the sound, but
rock-based, like Hendrix
doing “Wild Thing” at
Monterey—which was
one of those moments
that impressed me the
most as a kid. Red
Noise’s album has one

side with some sort of an English dandy style,
kind of like Kevin Ayers, mostly influenced by
their own British drummer, and one side of
improv’, free, rock and very ‘sonic’. I still love
that side as much as I did back then—the whole
album in fact. It was a time of festivities and
experimentation. Everything was new: light
shows, and fairly good PA’s, plus the politics in
everything. There was a spirit of ‘resistance’ go-
ing on.

I also liked Little Bob Story a bit later on. But
I was not really interested by “La Chanson
Française.” Well, I’m ashamed but I have to ad-
mit that I dug and still dig Les Frères Jacques [a
popular vocal act, some sort of French barber-
shop quartet active from 1944 till 1982].

Red Noise bass player, Daniel Geoffroy, and
their sax player, Claude Cenci, later came to jam
with us in a place we had in the countryside.
They had to be careful when they left, because
our neighbor was short-tempered and he had a
gun! [laughs] Patrick Vian later moved toward
ambient music, kind of like Eno. I think he died
in the 90s.

The early 70’s had a really great scene going on
around Les Halles [the center of Paris]. You could
see shows in halls and big cellars. Marco Ferreri
shot his movie Touche pas à la femme blanche
in what was then known as ‘Le Trou des Halles’
[the ‘Hole of Les Halles’, the center of Paris was
actually a huge hole in the ground for a few
years, until they finally built a big underground
mall; that Marco Ferreri’s flick, a surrealistic west-
ern, is a must see]. I also loved the German bands
like Can or Amon Duul (I more than II). All this,
and discovering the Stooges and the MC5: how
could we stay quiet? I never took drugs—my
buzz was coming from the music itself. My
brother died of cancer, but I believe it was also
an ultimate rock overdose. A burning inner fire
he couldn’t get rid off. And all that because of
Johnny, how about that?

UT: Your real name is Regoli: where did the
surname Farrey on the LP credit come from?
And your nickname, ‘Woony’?

PR: Farrey was my mother’s maiden name.
Julien and myself didn’t want to use our father’s
because he didn’t like what we were and what
we were doing. Woony comes from Julien, from
the woofers I had in my speakers, I had quite a
big fat sound.

UT: How was your suburb? Any action going
on, bands, clubs…?

PR: Lame. Nothing to do but taking the train
to go to Paris. A movie theater in Antony [the
next town] and the M.J.C. [stands for ‘Maison
des Jeunes’, public youth centers often run by
people under the influence of the leftist spirit of
May ’68], that’s about it. I used to skip school
and take the train to the Luxembourg neighbor-
hood in the Latin Quarter, going to record stores
like Gibert Jeunes [still there and still pretty good
though selling mostly CDs] or Music Action
[long gone] specialized in British and American
imports. That’s where my brother must have
mee Paul Alessandrini, who was writing for Rock
& Folk [the main French rock magazine since
1966, still going on but pretty lame].

Julien wrote a lot about rock, but he has never
been really published. Many ‘rock critics’ ripped
off some of his writings. He wrote pieces about
Vanilla Fudge, East of Eden, Red Noise—and Paul
Alessandrini was always interested. Julien found
some of his ideas in the pages of Rock & Folk a
few times. He was also very close to Yves Adrien,

Riton and Julien Regoli, ca. early ‘70s.

Young Pascal Regoli reading yéyé mag’ Salut les Copains.
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who also used to write for Rock & Folk. Adrien
talks about Julien in his book 2001 Une apoca-
lypse rock. He is kind of a legend in the world of
French ‘rock critics’. He wrote ‘Je chante le rock
électrique’ [I sing/praise the electric rock], a
manisfesto to get out of the prog, jazz rock, soft
rock, technical boring bullshit of the early ‘70s.
He was a friend of Iggy, and probably still is. A
very talented guy [Adrien was also part of a little
parisian clique that called themselves ‘punks’ as
early as 1973, Lester Bangs—who had a big in-
fluence on Adrien—mentioned them in one of
the articles featured in Main Lines, Blood Feasts,
and Bad Taste]. When they were together, with
Julien, it was quite something to listen to these
two scholars. All those ‘rock critics’ were so jeal-
ous of each other. Julien only had respect for
Yves. But Alessandrini used to sell a lot of promos
he got to Julien, though Julien left him with
many unpaid debts. Through Alessandrini, I also
played with Jean-Pierre Kalfon for a few hours
around 1973, as he was looking for musicians to
back him up. Nothing came out of that.

Julien co-wrote a book with Christian Victor,
20 ans de Rock Français. They had been school-
mates as kids. But whatever Julien actually
wrote, you don’t find it in the final book, sort of
a useless catalog. Julien’s style was not compat-
ible with then political correctness. Christian is
still writing for Juke Box magazine [something
like a French Record Collector].

UT: Métal Urbain played at that M.J.C. in
Fresnes…

PR: They often had bands playing there, like
Gong or Komintern. Komintern was another of
those highly politically aware bands. Back then
you had to be involved in politics, after ’68…
Leninists, Maoists, Trotskyists… Magma played
there too. And Angel Face. As a neighbor, I was
spending a lot of time there between 1970 and
’73. I also went to see the MC5 at the Bataclan,
and Roxy Music with Eno. At the Olympia, I
saw Alice Cooper. My big regret was not to have
gone along with my brother when he went to
see Vanilla Fudge and The Who at the Chatelet.
Pete Townsend’s goal that night was to destroy

the huge chandelier with decibels.
UT: When did you start playing?
PR: I started with a copy of a violin shaped

Hofner bass when I was 13 or 14, it was in 1970
or ’71. I used a Guilde du Disque hifi as amp,
studying the feedback. And very soon it was bye
bye the Guilde du Disque hi-fi as it was one
using transistors—fragile! I was playing on my
own, listening to Hendrix a lot, or Cream,
Steppenwolf, the Velvets… But my favourite
bass player, then and now, remains John
Entwistle. His sound, his style, always compet-
ing with Townsend. I liked Jack Bruce too, and
the bass players of Jefferson Airplane, East Of
Eden and Alice Cooper. And Lemmy in
Hawkwind.

When Julien got his first job, he started to
invest in equipment while I was building cabi-
nets with huge speakers. They were hard to move
around. The first band was just Julien and I,
around ’73. We called ourselves Sister Ray after
the Velvets’ number. When we were playing, it
was just like that song, but going on for hours.
Julien didn’t have a very good sense of rhythm
but it wasn’t a problem. We were building what
you could call a wall of sound—an actual wall.

A bit later on, I joined friends who were into
Status Quo and we were practicing in Belleville
[Paris]. I met Hervé Zénouda there. I think we
found him through an ad in Best [Rock & Folk
rival publication, now defunct]. I left these Quo
clones when Julien met Riton, and decided to
form Angel Face. It was 1975 and our first gig
came in October at a fair organised by the news-
paper Red [a communist one as you can guess].

RAF: I don’t remember much of this show,
except that it was a long day, with a lot of bands.
By 1 or 2AM, Julien started to feel we were not
going to be able to play. So as soon as the last
band on stage finished their set, he decided that
we had to set our stuff and start without wait-
ing for an invitation to do so.

UT: You didn’t have any singer at that point...
RAF: Yes, it was all instrumental. We had prac-

ticed a little bit, but it was mostly improvised.

My idea was that I, as the rhythm guitar player,
would compose the pattern of a tune, and the
others would throw themselves onto the num-
ber [laughs]. I brought the basics of the song
and they did whatever they wanted from that
point. It was mine first, then it belonged to ev-
erybody. As far as I was concerned, everyone’s
equal in a band.

UT: How did you end the numbers?
RAF: That wasn’t always easy. But it usually

came naturally. When it looks like it should end,
we made a sign to each other and moved on to
the next one.

UT: Who was drumming?
PR: Hervé [Zénouda]. It was like a sonic tem-

pest, under a huge tent where a bunch of hip-
pies were trying to sleep. No singer, non-stop
rock improvisation. I still have bits and pieces
from it on tape. We had waited all day and
evening, Riton had drunk more than his share
of booze, and when it was our time to play, the
Dutch guys in charge of the PA were gone. We
found them and asked them where to plug our
amps, but they left again as soon as we were
plugged in. So Riton started his own brand of
rhythm, Julien played his Stratocaster all the
way in the red. We had a WEM echo chamber
that made us feel like we were taking off, non
stop. At this point, no setlist, just Riton’s rhythm
pattern, and us following it, Julien going into
his own delirium. Kind of a psychedelic impro-
visation.

UT: What other bands played that fair?
PR: There were two stages. The main acts were

Dr Feelgood, Captain Beefheart, François Béranger,
Tri Yann, Catherine Ribeiro, the Frenchies [the
French NY Dolls but in fact, more like a mix of
Alice Cooper and Roxy Music; they made a not-
so-great album in 1974 but one song, “Lola Cola,”
is a fab piece of proto punk] and Guy Bedos [a
popular stand-up comedian well known for his
liberal views]!

Pascal Regoli practicing in his room. Note
Amon Duul and East of Eden LPs nearby.

Riton and Christian Victor, ca. 1975.

“What we were doing was daring
compared to what was going on at the
time, which was lethargic music, very

boring, with emphasis on the technical.
We didn’t have many technical skills, but
we had punch, sincerity, raw energy, a bit

of darkness, nothing joyful…”

Julien Regoli
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UT: What was the audience reaction to your
set?

PR: Just like later on, many didn’t get it at all,
but we always made a few fans who came to see
us after the show. They were the crazier types;
they dug the free spirit, and the energy. They
were blown away by what they had witnessed.
What we were doing was daring compared to
what was going on at the time, which was le-
thargic music, very boring, with emphasis on
the technical. We didn’t have many technical
skills, but we had punch, sincerity, raw energy, a
bit of darkness, nothing joyful… We had a fol-
lowing of juvenile delinquents, bikers and thugs.
A tough crowd always ready to start a fight.
Nothing like Stinky Toys’ [more bourgeois/
trendy] fans. Some of our followers were like
that audience at the MC5 show at the Bataclan
around 1972, when the Hell’s Angels were charg-
ing the audience, restless.

UT: Then you met Patrick Eudeline…
RAF: After ‘Red’, Patrick Eudeline got in touch

with Julien as he wanted to become our singer.
We had a few rehearsals then he found us a gig
in Brussels in December ’75, at the Chapel of
Brigitines. We were on after a play by William
Burroughs. It was called The Penny Arcade Peep
Show. At the soundcheck we had technical
troubles, a fuse that blew or something similar.
Then during the set, our bass amp let us down.
But we kept on playing, so loud the cops showed
up. As the show was in a church, there was a lot
of echo. Patrick Eudeline had put on handcuffs
as part of his act. He was ready for the cops
[laughs].

PR: Yeah, Eudeline while shouting his lyrics
put on these handcuffs. The chapel was sur-
rounded by apartment buildings and the local

cops were apparently into American crime TV
series. They almost arrested Eudeline with his
own handcuffs [laughs].

UT: You had new songs with Patrick?
RAF: Yes, we had practiced in Belleville to-

gether and he had written some lyrics. At one of
the rehearsals, he came with Jean-Pierre Kalfon
and Patrick sat behind the drums.

PR: In Brussels, we had to use some supple-
mentary equipment that I rented. Some heavy
stuff. Strangely, I was only thinking amplifica-
tion for the instruments, never the vocals. He
had to plug wherever he could. No one could
hear his ‘killer coda’. Nobody ever understood
what he was singing anyway [laughs]. Later on,
he moved to something more traditional with
his Asphalt Jungle. The Angel Face experience
was too much for him. [Asphalt Jungle made
some pretty interesting noise on their own; their
last 45, “Poly Magoo,” is a superb punk rock side
with Spectorish qualities, even more than what
Spector himself achieved with the Ramones.]

UT: How long Hervé did stay with the band?
PR: Just a few months. Then Frédéric

Cousseau a.k.a. “Snoopy” took his place. But
mid ’76, Hervé, myself and Snoopy’s brother,
Pierre Cousseau, formed Loose Heart. The
Cousseau family also lived in Les Halles. Back
then, Les Halles was where the action was. You
had the Open Market, Marc [Skydog Records]
Zermati’s record store, and Rock News/Harry
Cover, Michel Esteban’s shop where some of the
pre-Métal Urbain acts practiced, in the
basement. We were practicing in a build-
ing where they used to ripen bananas, a
few feet from the Rue des Lombards.
We had left Belleville. [Rock News was
an impressive magazine that started in
late ’75; they were obsessed with the
NY scene and Iggy Pop, and had Johnny
Rotten on the cover next to ? & the
Mysterians as early as May 1976;
Esteban was later on one of the
founders of the new/no wave label,
Ze records.]

UT: Tell us about Loose Heart.
PR: Pierre and Hervé were writing

the songs. I think we did one cover,
some song from the Deviants’ Ptoof
album, but we never played it live.
We made one DIY recording, with

my Uher tape recorder in the middle of the room.
We did about ten songs, a 30-something-minute
set.

UT: In the book Punk Seventeen Rock, which
came out in ’77, they mention that a guy called
David Rochline was about to become Loose
Heart’s singer.

PR: No, David never joined us. We were look-
ing for a singer, but nothing happened with
David. Pierre was singing. David had made a
couple of glam rock 45s. He was also a theater
guy; he was in a couple of plays like Paris Cock-
tail.

UT: What bands were you hanging out with?
PR: The only one really was Stinky Toys, who

had Hervé on drums, too. Though there was
also European Son with a couple guys that joined
Métal Urbain. In ’76, there weren’t many bands
around in Paris. Many got together in ’77. When
I read all that bullshit on Wikipedia. Like Elodie
Lauten turning us on Patti Smith? Whatever! I
like her, but that’s a bit hard to swallow.

One time, Patrick Eudeline came to see Loose
Heart at the Mouffetard Theater. He was with
his ‘big band’. One of the assholes he was hang-
ing out with shouted at me while we were on
stage that I should cut my hair. The audience
was in the dark, very convenient. Then ‘His
Majesty’ left with his ‘boys band’. Ain’t that
nice? Even now, thirty years later, I still feel like
confronting him about all this. Also about a song
he later did called “Julien.” Was he trying to use
the memory of my brother who had just passed
away?

The ‘scene’ was really tiny. We were maybe

Angel Face, 1975. L to R: Julien, Pascal, Hervé, Riton, and
a potential singer whose name has been forgotten.

Loose Heart. L to R: Pascal, Pierre, Hervé

Patrick Eudeline, ca. 1976.
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about thirty musicians, plus their friends, and
the friends of their friends. People like Captain
Kapta—he got his nickname from some medi-
cine, the Captagon. A strong dude, he was our
roadie, our bouncer, a neat guy, always involved
in some kind of trouble, but always ready when
you needed him. Very reliable. Many were trying
too hard to be ‘punk’. Like Jacno [Stinky Toys’
guitar player]. Once he had to run away from
[Jacques] Higelin who wanted to kick his ass.
[Higelin, brother of eccentric singer Brigitte
Fontaine, though definitely belonging to the
‘Chanson Française’ scene, had flirted with punk
rock, especially on his 45 B-side “Trois tonnes
de TNT” and in the movie La Bande du Rex
featuring Strychnine, a French punk band from
Bordeaux.] Those guys were afraid of the ‘rock-
ers’ and the Hell’s. Back then it was pretty rough
in Paris. The Hell’s were the roughest bunch.
But they always respected Angel Face, the ani-
mal thing, no boundaries, no trend. Go tell a
Hell’s Angel to cut his hair to follow the current
fashion!

UT: How were you making a living?
PR: The odd job here and there, and, from

time to time, between drinking bouts, we used
to go back to mum and dad for a meal. We were
living in Paris with an aunt, Aunt Jacqueline.
She was very sweet and she loved us. A won-
derful woman who loved rock and Jacques Brel.
Once, we all worked together, the whole ‘Les
Halles gang’, for the opening of Beaubourg [the
museum of modern art]. We had been hired to
roadie for the ‘Percussions of Strasbourg’. The
Stinky Toys’ families had money. They were liv-
ing in Le Marais and Les Halles. The Cousseaus,
their mother had a shop in the 5th district, their
father was a successful crime novelist. They
owned two pads. No problem when they needed
a new Hiwatt amp and the guitar that goes with
it. From ’73 till ’76, I had worked for an insur-
ance company, so I was collecting unemploy-
ment. Julien was working temp. He was good at
talking people into giving him a job. Riton was
in the ‘business’ for a little while, as we say in
the suburbs.

UT: Who was Christophe [nobody seems to
remember his last name] who joined after Patrick
Eudeline had left?

RAF: I had met him in the mid ‘60s. He had a
band in L’Haye Les Roses, Les Huns. But we
only had a few rehearsals with him; it didn’t
last.

UT: Your next singer was Pierre Cousseau a.k.a.
Pierre Goddard [who had been in Strike Up ear-
lier in ’76 with Hervé Zénouda and the Boulanger
brothers of European Son/Métal Urbain fame;
this ‘legendary’ proto-punk band never played
in front of an audience but recorded a handful
of still unissued demos]…

RAF: He was with us for one show only, on
the 4th of July, 1976 at the Blanc Manteaux
theater in Le Marais, a place formally known as
La Pizza du Marais. His brother had become our
drummer a few months ago. I’m not sure if we
even practiced with him before that show. Then
Henri Flesh became the next singer.

commune, at La Grenette, near Saint-Nazaire-
Le-Désert [450 miles southeast of Paris]. La
Grenette was an alternative commune, a dozen
of people involved, going on from ’72 till ’76. We
had put together some kind of a ‘free’ brassband,
Atmosphère, with François Billard, a founding
member of Barricade [a Dadaist rock act that had
an almost proto-no wave vibe]. It was some-
thing like Beefheart meets Albert Ayler meets
Dario Moreno [novelty singer popular in France
in the ‘50s-‘60s]. We were listening to the Vel-
vets, Lou Reed’s Berlin, Ziggy Stardust and the
Frenchies. The line-up was François Billiard (alto
sax, lead vocal), Phillipe Jeantet (tenor sax), Do-
minique Fury (flute, vocals), Anne Cécile (clari-
net), Bruno Marakesh (drums) and myself (per-
cussions, vibes). We only did one show, in the
local church, for the villagers.

La Grenette was a farm in the middle of no-
where. I brought Angel Face over there in Octo-
ber ’76. That’s where we recorded the songs that
I sung on the album. In the barn, all doors wide
open, with a direct view over the Angèle Mount,
at dusk. Earlier in 1976, I had moved back to
Paris with my girlfriend Dominique Fury.

UT: She was a member of an all-girl punk band,
L.U.V.

HF: L.U.V., the band with no music. But with
pictures. Like a Marcel Duchamp idea of punk
rock. Except for a few practices, there was noth-
ing [though they appeared in a short movie,
Scopitone, shot in Belleville in ’78 by Laurent
Perrin].

So Dominique and I were living in Paris and
one day she told me, “Come, I want you to meet
a funny guy. His name is Alain Pacadis, he’s a
journalist [and a legend, a writer, a bum and a
hipster, some of his writings on punk are bril-
liant; if you read French, get his book Un jeune
homme chic – A Chic Young Man]. We’ll see him
tonight at La Pizza du Marais. A new band is
playing, called Stinky Toys.” And that evening,
Angel Face was also on the bill. They were look-
ing for a singer, so I went to meet them after the
show. The next day, I was invited to their prac-
tice place in Belleville. I brought a bottle of whisky
and got myself a heavy dose of Marshall.

PR: At the ‘Pizza du Marais’ show, Elli [Stinky
Toys’ singer] asked us if they could go on first
because If you guys play first, the cops are going
to show up and we won’t be able to play.” That’s
how one becomes a ‘chic’ artist that ends up
selling camouflage print designer swimsuits. “Toi
toi mon toit” [singing Elli 80’s big dumb novelty
hit]. Ain’t that sad? Talking about rock & roll
rebels! All that and you end up singing dull pop
and giving the green light to the French Federa-
tion of Tiles and Bricks to use your ‘big hit’ for
their commercial. That’s punk rock, the real deal!
[laughs]

At the end of the summer of ’76, Henri took
us to a farm to work out a new set, practice and
record bits and pieces. I had just been back from
Dampleux, Oise, [50 miles northeast of Paris]
where the Cousseaus had a family house. We
had done the same thing for Loose Heart. Some
friends there had formed a band called Pain Head.
They were all working in the catering business,
real working class dudes. Jean-Michel ‘Straight-
Finger’ their drummer got his nickname after an
incident while opening a bottle. He was not
treated correctly and ended up not being able to
bend some of his fingers.

Angel Face, July ’76, with Pierre Cousseau/Goddard.

HENRI FLESH
Henri Roland a.k.a. Henri Flesh: I was born

in Argenteuil [northwestern suburb of Paris]. I
used to hang out at a neighboring pub and at the
Zalberg bookstore. The owner’s son was one of
the main leftist theorists in my high school,
along with Hervé Lachise, son of a journalist
who worked for L’Humanité [French daily
officialy linked to the Communist Party]. Along
with other pals from the local projects, we were
into the Kinks and The Who. I left school when
I was 16, a few years after the May ’68 events
that had had a strong impact on my teenage
mind. After studying drawing for a year in
Montparnasse, I got into Les Beaux Arts [the
most important French art school] through a
competitive examination, even though I was too
young and hadn’t graduated from high school.

In October 1969, I went to Amougies for the
first big continental European rock festival [The
Pretty Things were on the bill]. It was my first
trip away from my folks. Three days, a sleeping
bag, the fog, a huge tent, and plethora of rock
and pop bands mixed with the crème of the free
jazz. Non-stop music, all kinds of jam sessions—
a big ‘flash’: I was 15.

Then I went to the Isle of Wight. Hendrix,
The Who, the Doors. Hendrix
was awful, totally stoned, leav-
ing the stage five or six times
for like ten minutes, a mess… I
had the feeling he was over. I
remember the fence being torn
down by a wave of people, turn-
ing the festival into a free event.
The Doors, respect! The Who,
Pete Townsend doing the wind-
mill, Daltrey and his fringe
jacket. Then Alvin Lee, the ul-
timate guitar hero. I went there
in a Bedford van with a bunch
of Scots I met by chance in
Briançon. I never saw them
again and can’t even remember
their faces.

The following years I was liv-
ing in the countryside, Les
Cévennes then La Drôme, in a
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HF: My first show with Angel Face was in
Fresnes [at the M.J.C., October 23, 1976]. It was
not the best. Not enough practice, they were
still a bit on the ‘improv trip’. After Fresnes, we
got our act together.

RAF: Yes, Fresnes was bad, really bad. Michel
Esteban had driven us to the show. We shot off
at top speed and it went out of control. We were
loud with tons of unwanted feedback.

PR: Fresnes was definitely a disaster. Still, it
was fun.

HF: I believe my best show with Angel Face
was at the Mouffetard Theater at the end of Janu-
ary 1977. After Fresnes, Michel Esteban told us
we needed to get more ‘punk’ and we followed
his advice.

UT: When the punk wave hit Paris, did you
feel at home right away?

RAF: Not at all. We were ‘rock’. I came from
the Stones, Pink Floyd and Space Music. Julien
from the MC5 and the Stooges. Pascal from Alice
Cooper. As far as I’m concerned, Angel Face wasn’t
a punk band; we were a rock group. We wanted
to play ‘electric music’. And I wanted to do my
own thing. I have nothing against punks. There’s
great people in punk rock like Herman [Schwartz/
Boulanger]. And there was some neat parties.

PR: In ’76, I was into the New York scene.
The Ramones and so on. One day, I met Glen
Matlock at Hervé Zénouda’s place. He started to
explain to me that long hair was out, not in tune
with the current fad. But Angel Face was never
about trends. We didn’t even want to know
about trends. We were ‘rock’ and that’s all there
is to it. We play, we tear down the house, and we
don’t give a shit about what the current fashion
wants. I love the Clash, the Damned, the Pis-
tols, but I don’t see why I should dress like them.

UT: Did you go to see The Pistols at the Chalet
du Lac [September 3rd and 5th, 1976, their first
shows outside of Great Britain]?

RAF: I had an invitation, but when I arrived,
they wouldn’t let me in. So we had to sneak our
way inside. Henri had some trouble because of
the weird glasses he was wearing. We had to deal
with that.

HF: I got a head-butt from a Teddy
boy that was probably reading too
much press as the papers were talking
about Teds hunting Punks in London.

PR: I went to both shows and man-
aged to record their set. I later sold the
tape to a friend of Bernard Masanes of
Juke Box magazine. 3000 francs. But I
guess the guy didn’t have the guts to

bootleg them. He probably still has them. It was
a ‘classic’ Pistols set, with a good sound. I have
pictures too, but they’re lousy. At that show, we
felt something new was happening. It wasn’t a
discovery for me though as I had been listening
to this sort of music for about ten years. The
Who, the Dolls, the Stooges, the Velvets, and
also a lot of early rock & roll: Buddy Holly,
Cochran, Vincent, Vince Taylor… I think I was
always more into US acts than British. Closer to
the Seeds, Roky Erickson, Sonic Rendezvous
Band than Generation X, But the French didn’t
get it, always trying to ape the English, like 1984
[more about that later on].

UT: When did you start recording?
PR: The bass player of Triangle [one of the

earliest French prog band] had a studio and he
tried to record the rhythm section first, then the
lead and so on—a disaster! He went back to
record MOR. Punk rock was not his game.

UT: Why wasn’t there any record released while
you were together?

PR: The recordings that came out on the al-
bum were made as demos. We submitted them
to anyone who could’ve signed us: Césame Co-
bra, Rough Trade, Pathé Marconi… But we didn’t
have a manager like Stinky Toys, who had Do-
minique Tarlé. We were unmanageable, Riton,
myself, Julien, all stubborn as mules, and no
middleman between the labels and us. Angel
Face wasn’t a typical
French punk band, and
also different from the
English type. Like I said
before, we were more
A m e r i c a n - r o o t e d ,
Steppenwolf, the
Stooges… We were not
into cheap provocation
just to please the media.
We were punk like the US
garage bands in the ‘60s,
not like Plastic Bertrand
or Stinky Toys. And no
way we would’ve sung
in French. Recently, there
was an event about the
Jeunes gens modernes
[modern youngsters]
from those years. Before
being ‘young’ or ‘mod-
ern’, we were rockers first
of all, our priorities were

the music, the energy, before the pose, the fash-
ion and all those things that produced what we
have nowadays, nice ‘bo-bos’ [bohemian-bour-
geois]. As we were not into participating in that
masquerade, those who did, didn’t see us with a
friendly eye. To them, we were like a pack of
wolves; they’d rather stay safely away. I think
it’s still true as no one tried before to get in
touch with us to get our different point of view
on those years, unlike all the other bands from
the scene.

UT: What were the best shows of the ‘Henri
Flesh’ line-up?

HF: Beside Mouffetard, the Bas-Rock festival,
on November 6, 1976, at Porte de Pantin [Paris].
Just the contrast, it was a hippy gathering, with
Steve Hillage as the main act [among others,
Stinky Toys and Kevin Coyne were also on the
bill]. We did fine. No tar and feathers for us.

UT: After the Bas-Rock show, Julien left for a
few months…

PR: Julien had, let’s put it this way, a very
psychedelic vision of all this, of the music in
general and though we never talked about it, he
felt that his presence was more a source of mess
than anything else. Musically, as in real life, he
wasn’t very steady; he couldn’t do twice the same
thing the same way. It was hard to deal with—
this and the booze, and Riton; it wasn’t easy. So
he decided to step back for a while, to let us give
a structure to the songs and move away from
the improvisation, from the chaos. What Angel

October ’76. L to R: Riton, Snoopy with guitar and
Henri.

Julien and Henri.

“Angel Face was never about trends. We
didn’t even want to know about trends.
We were ‘rock’ and that’s all there is to

it. We play, we tear down the house,
and we don’t give a shit about what

the current fashion wants.”

Angel Face at the Mouffetard Theater, January 1977. L to R: Riton,
Henri, Pascal, Snoopy.
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Face had done in its early days, no other French
band had dared to do, before and unfortunately
after. Starting our sets with total freak-outs—
what some bands may have done, but only at
the end of their shows. Julien’s leaving was not
linked with any other problem between us, no
fights, not even an argument, he just stepped
back to see how we would do without him. He
was still there with us at the rehearsals, the
shows…

After the Bas-Rock, we had a gig near
Dampleux, in Crépy-En-Valois. It was Angel
Face, Stinky Toys, Loose Heart and Pain Head.
December 11, 1976. I still have that on tape. It’s
the only time, besides Brussels, that we played
outside the Paris area.

RAF: At Crépy-En-Valois, I was seriously
drunk. We had spent the whole day there. After
the show, Frédéric was mad at me. To be honest,
I wasn’t playing the right things, changing gui-
tar riffs all the time.

Another time, we were supposed to open for
the Stranglers [the only Stranglers show in Paris
during the lifetime of Angel Face in the ‘70s was
on May 23rd 1977]. But Pascal had been missing
for a few days. The day of the show, still no
Pascal. They didn’t let us play without him.

PR: That’s an old story between Riton and I.
He brings it out every Friday after a bit of booz-
ing. But I don’t think it was the Stranglers. I had
left at some point. I was having a hard time; too
much drunkenness around me. I was sick to
death of all that. How could I explain that to
Riton? It was a last minute offer, I wasn’t there,
Riton still holds this against me. But I think
he’s wrong about what band we were supposed
to play with—it may have been the Heartbreak-
ers? I’m not really sure, one big name punk band
in any case.

On the other hand, I do remember missing an
opportunity to open for the Stranglers. We were
going to get 5000 francs for that show, a lot of
dough at that time, especially as we usually had
to pay to play ’cause we were still renting equip-
ment for shows, mostly PA’s. That guy, Pierre
Benain [who was behind the Pistols’ Chalet du
Lac shows], a ‘friend’, told the booker of the
show we were not ready. I’d still like to ask him
why he did that.

1984
UT: When did you quit Angel Face?
HF: In 1977. A bad move in retrospect. I went

to see the Clash at the Palais des Glaces [Paris,
April 27, 1977, with Subway Sect opening]. I
couldn’t see Angel Face move towards that sort
of nervous rock the Clash were doing. That’s
the sound that was turning me on. But I’m not
too proud of what I did. Angel Face was the ‘real’
band.

UT: You formed 1984 right away?
HF: The following day.
UT: Who else was in the band?
HF: Jean-Louis Winsberg (bass) and Michel

Bellock (guitar), two friends [both ex-Pain Head
who had changed their name to Project Sign
before splitting] plus the Cousseau brothers,

Snoopy on drums, who also left Angel Face that
day, and Pierre Goddard on guitar who left Loose
Heart to join us. We wanted to form a super-
group in touch with what was going on, even a
bit futuristic.

UT: What were the highlights of the short
1984 career?

HF: Mont-de-Marsan [the second Skydog punk
festival, August 5 and 6,1977], hanging out with
the Clash, and our last show, opening for the
Heartbreakers at the Bataclan on December 8,
1977. A great show. Kind of scary too. [The Heart-
breakers’ set was issued by Skydog records in
1992 as Viva la Revolution.] It made me so mad
to see Johnny [Thunders] destroying himself.
Hanging out with the Clash was mostly drink-
ing beers with Paul and Joe. I don’t remember
much. During the bus trip to Mont-de-Marsan,
everyone was giving a nasty eye to the guys of
Police. We thought they weren’t really punk,
wondering what they were doing there.

UT: What caused the end of 1984?
HF: A few things. The synth trend, confront-

ing real life, Esteban’s influence on the others
who wanted something cleaner as far as the gui-
tars were concerned [the rest of the band be-
came Suicide Roméo, something like a French
Talking Heads]. We needed a real coach behind
us.

UT: The 45 was released four months after
the split

HF: I don’t know if they pressed 1,000 or 500
of it. Zermati is not the most open guy in the
world. But the feedback was good.

UT: Why was the single credited to 84 Flesh?
HF: No idea. You’ll have to ask Marc Zermati,

he took care of the artwork. I had put him in
touch with Loulou Picasso of the Bazooka team
for the art [Bazooka was an art group involved in
the early days of the Parisian punk scene; if you
have any interest in visual arts, you must check
out their work]. At that point, we couldn’t care
less about such details, everyone was thinking
about their next step.

UT: Beside the 45, you had two tracks on the
compilation Crème de Skydog.

HF: I think they had been recorded live from
the soundboard at the Bataclan in December.
Freddy Hausser had filmed the whole show for
French TV. It’s probably somewhere in the INA
stock [French TV archives].

UT: There’s that instrumental on Crème de

Patrick Eudeline & Henri Flesh outside the
Mouffetard Theater, 1977.

1984 on stage at Mont-de-Marsan, August 1977.
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Skydog, “Flesh Kaput”…
HF: Marc Zermati asked me to give a title to

that unfinished song. We didn’t have lyrics for it
yet. It’s the last thing we ever played live. Dur-
ing the show, I had no idea the band was over.
But by the time I had to come up with a title, I
knew.

UT: And the Clash-influenced cover of the
Stooges’ “Dirt,” is that from the Bataclan show
or from a practice session as mentioned in Chris-
tian Eudeline’s book Nos années punk?

HF: Maybe it was recorded at the Studio
Delamare, but I don’t think so. I’m pretty sure
both tracks are from the same tape, and “Flesh
Kaput” is definitely from the Bataclan. [To make
things even more confusing, Marc Zermati men-
tioned in the compilation liner notes that “Dirt”
was recorded on 8-track at the Studio Star—
where the 1984 single had been recorded—but
Henri has no recollection of recording that song
there. Furthermore, “Flesh Kaput” is titled “12
½” on the record label and insert, though it
doesn’t sound like Angel Face’s own “12 ½” fea-
tured on A Wild Odyssey. Henri maintains that
neither of these two recordings is the actual
number titled “12 ½” which he has somewhere
on a tape. Punk rock was indeed about chaos!]

UT: Did you do any other covers?
HF: “Keys To Your Heart” by the 101ers.
UT: What came after 1984 for you?
HF: A bit of putting around with Claude Arto.

This evolved into Mathématiques Modernes af-
ter I passed the ‘baby’ to Edwige Braun-Belmore.
Then the Bains Douche opened [mostly a very
hip disco, but many bands like Joy Division,
Dead Kennedys and even the Long Ryders played
there] and Philippe Ktootchey, who was living
at my place, was their resident DJ. One week
later, it was my turn to be hired by Paquita to
take care of the turntables in a new club, Le
Palace [another fancy disco which also had bands
including the Fleshtones and the Cramps among
many others]. I did the club thing for three or
four years before starting to do soundtracks for
fashion shows.

UT: You never played again in a band?
HF: Nothing after that electro thing with

Claude Arto. I was missing the guitars. I’m not
such a good singer; I couldn’t hide anymore be-
hind the clean sound of the synthesizers. It was
more comfortable for me with a bunch of dis-
torted guitars. At least I left my mark on that
project as I gave them the title of their most
famous song, “Disco Rough.” As Pascal men-
tioned, there was an exhibition not too long ago
about Les jeunes gens modernes at the Agnès B
gallery in Paris. They put out a compilation to go
with it and there’s an unissued track on it with
me sharing the vocals with Edwige. In the book
that goes with it, they re-printed an article by
Yves Adrien about me. A pertinent point of view
as usual.

And now my elder son, who’s 16, just started
his own group, the Balloonatics…

ERIC TENDZ
RAF: Tendz was ‘Iggy Poppian’ while Henri

Flesh was doing something new, more interest-
ing.

PR: Yes, Eric Tendz thought he was Iggy. You
can hear him on the first side of the album. The
‘Stoogian’ songs. His real name was Eric Boutiller,
from Le Havre [a major harbor on the Channel,

home of Little Bob Story]. He was a fish mer-
chant. I don’t remember how we found him. He
didn’t last long in Paris. Just the time to screw
my girlfriend—the bastard. And he went back to
sell his fish. It was better for him. That lousy
Iggy wannabe.

UT: Your last show was in late ’77 in a Parisian
university lecture hall with Dead End and Etat
D’Urgence…

PR: Dead End included Luc Lagarde (vocals),
Laurent Schuster (guitar) and myself on bass.
Three or four practices and just one show. I was
just helping Luc and Laurent. It was a punk rock
band.

UT: And that was it for Angel Face?
PR: We never talked about splitting, it just

happened, we slowly stopped to call each other,
to practice… Soon it was all over without realiz-
ing it.

RAF: We were going nowhere. All the singers
were leaving us. Nobody cared about us. We were
lucky to have some support in the press thanks
to Alain Pacadis [who had a column in leftist
daily Libération], Stéphane Piétri and Yves Adrien
[Rock & Folk]. But we didn’t count; we were
nothing. With Henri, we might have been able
to build something worthwhile. Dominique Tarlé
was interested in us. But it was another dead
end. If only we had found a manager it could

have been different.

PR: When that little clique decided they
wanted to do like the Clash, the shit hit the fan.
They couldn’t do what they wanted with Angel
Face, Loose Heart or Project Sign. I met Pierre
and Hervé much later on and Pierre confessed
that me being Corsican and owning a “little thing
that makes holes” (they had seen it), they didn’t
dare tell me they were leaving. Everything was
organised behind our back. Not very glorious.

UT: What did you do after the split?
PR: Two kids. And Julien and me, we opened

a record store in our neighborhood, rue Lancry
in the 10th district. That’s there we met the next
generation of Angel Face members. But it hap-
pened a while later. Our store was called VSI.
Julien was the ‘collector’ of the team, he knew
all about rock from the ‘50s to the ‘80s. We sold
used stuff. There was a few junkies that used to
‘shop’ in the big department stores and to sell us
back what they got so we could keep our prices
low. Some, the most desperate ones, used to sell
their ‘friends’’ record collections. Every time
Julien got his hand on a nice piece, it went to his
own collection. That happened often. But busi-
ness was bad and we closed around ’81 or ’82.
We had a ball though. The customers knew if
we were open as soon as they were going out of
the subway station Bonsergent, thanks to the

sound coming out of the store.
And the station was 300 meters
from the shop, in Paris. The ska
revival was booming, lots of
skinheads, the band Swingo Por-
kies pretty much formed in our
store [one of the earliest Oi band
in Paris]. Some of them later
joined the reformed Angel Face.
Just across the street, there was a
‘nest’ of Hell’s Angels. It got pretty
tense sometimes. We were selling
the Cramps, Suicide, the Heart-
breakers—and Supertramp. I also
used to practice shooting my rifle.
The landlord hardly ever showed
up to pick up the rent money.

Angel Face’s last show, December 1977. L to R: Pascal, Tendz and Straight Finger.

Riton and Eric Tendz, 1977.
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ALBUM & REFORMATIONS
UT: Why did you finally put out an album in

’84?
PR: As a surprise for Riton. And it worked.

Julien was working at Juke Box [a record store
linked to the magazine] and we got some help
from Eva Records’ in-house artist for the art-
work. I rented two Revox and in three days, I
edited the songs from all our reel-to-reels. We
pressed 500 copies. The recordings came from
various sources. The couple of songs with just
Riton and me on synth were recorded around
’78, in Julien’s pad, rue Oberkampf. There was
no band anymore, we were just messing around
with new songs.

I recorded the first side at the Studio Delamare
in the 15th district. It wasn’t a recording facility,
just a practice place. I had rented a small mixing
board, six mics and we had an Hencot tape re-
corder, kind of a French version of the Revox,
made in Bourg La Reine. And off we go, every-
thing live, including the mixing, no options to
correct anything, I was looking at the levels while
playing. It was 1977, late in the year. We only did
these three songs [Henri Flesh remembers “12
and a Half” being a totally different song when
he was in the band]. I still got those tapes, but
there’s nothing there that could be used beyond
these three tracks. Actually one song will be
slightly different on the CD compilation I’m
about to release as the tape was damaged.

And the songs with Henri, as mentioned be-
fore, were recorded in the Drôme. “Endless Road”
is a montage with excerpts from “Biker’s Ride,”
“Thank You Lou for Vicious,” “Violent Stage”
(not sure about that one, it’s the shortest ex-
cerpt) and “Black on the Lip” before ending with
another piece of “Biker’s Ride.”

UT: Who is François Augiéras to whom
“Biker’s Ride” is dedicated?

PR: He was a writer and a painter. He died in
the ‘70s. Sort of a cursed character about whom
Julien, Luc Lagarde and myself shot a documen-
tary in 1986 or ’87. A very wild guy, who lived
for a while in a cave in the Perigord.

UT: What’s the piece of music at the end of
side two?

PR: The music from Rebel Without a Cause.
Julien was also a film buff.

UT: A new Angel Face was formed in ’84…
RAF: It was Kim Nguyen (vocals), Pascal,

Philippe Femur a.k.a. Philippe Ridjones (lead gui-
tar), Denis Alvarez (ex-Swingo Porkies, drums,

then guitar in later line-ups) and myself. When
Denis became the lead guitarist, another Pascal
[name forgotten] joined on drums. But that was
much later; it was another reformation.

Julien came up with the idea of the reunion in
1984, after the LP was released. He hooked me
up with Kim and Denis, and we stayed together
till ’86. Besides me, only Denis was involved in
the other reunions we had after that.

UT: Where did you record the songs that ap-
peared on the compilation When the Music’s
Over?

RAF: At Eric Débris’ s [Métal Urbain/Metal
Boys] studio. That was with Kim on vocals.

UT: And the 45?
RAF: After Kim’s departure, I kept looking for

another girl to sing, but nothing worked. Then I
met Kriss and we did that single. Later on, until
the ultimate split, Denis became the main vocal-
ist, and I was singing a bit too. With the last line-
up, we opened for Hawkwind at the Elysée
Montmartre. Jean Macé was our last bass player.

PR: Marc Levy, the Elysée Montmartre stage
manager, was another former Swingo Porkies.
He played bass in Angel Face for a couple of
months before Jean joined. I recorded that show
from the soundboard, but the sound of the drums
was really awful, too much reverb’.

RAF: We made our last recording session in
Angers [150 miles southwest of Paris] in 1994.
We recorded the only cover Angel Face ever did,
Zappa’s “Willie the Pimp.” Our last two shows
were at the Café de Paris in 1995. At that point,

my inspiration was totally dried up.

UT: Are there a lot of unissued recordings?
PR: No. Henri sent me one song he must have

recorded at a practice, “P.U.N.K. (Precious Urban
Nasty Kid).” I have the eleven tracks from An-
gers. That’s going to be on the CD. But at that
point, Riton was the only original member left. I
also have bits and pieces from various shows
and that would be a perfect soundtrack for a
film about the apocalypse. Not much can be used.
Riton was usually drunk, and when his guitar
was tuned correctly, you could tell you had wit-
nessed a miracle. The God of Rock didn’t let that
happen too often. My brother had sometimes
moments of pure genius on guitar, but generally
he was in his own world, doing his own thing.
That’s why in 1984 Julien decided not to play
with the new line-up, to give a better chance to
the new band to achieve something. But he was
still around, coming to the rehearsals and the
gigs.

UT: Julien and yourself never had another band
after Angel Face?

PR: Julien got sick in 1986. At that point, we
were working together in our own small com-
pany named Pacific Vidéo. We were shooting
shows: Kingsnakes, Blessed Virgin, Little Bob,
Porte Mentaux, Dogs, and a bunch more. We
were filming at Le Plan [Ris-Orangis, 15 miles
south of Paris], and later on at the Eldorado in
Paris. We never did anything with these. We also
made that documentary about Augiéras.

In June 1987, I left Paris for good and moved
to Corsica. I never stopped playing bass and even
tried to get together a few rock bands that went
nowhere. Julien died in March 1988. He never
had another band after Angel Face. Although he
wasn’t religious, he always liked the Catholic
ritual. Unfortunately, as he died on Easter week,
we were not able to have a mass for him.

UT: What can you tell us about your project
of compilation CD?

PR: I’m going to include the first side of the
album, whatever I can find from the Kim days
that is technically acceptable, the two songs re-
corded with the American girl singer, Kriss, and
the ’94 Angers session. I’ll add some interviews
and excerpts from various shows. I have a lot of
work to do to have all this fit together. It shouldn’t
be too long before it comes out. If it’s not avail-
able December [2008] the latest, I’ll only listen
to Céline Dion till my last day. I think I found a
way to finance it. •

Reformed Angel Face, ca. 1985.
L to R: Riton, Kim Nguyen, Philippe

Ridjones, Pascal Regoli.
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A Wild Odyssey LP (Pacific) 1984
Wolf City Blues / 12 ½  / Pride / Endless Road
/ I Don’t Care / Shadows and Lights / Before-
Now and After / Biker’s Ride.
(also released as bootleg CD on SEIDR)

When the Music’s Over compilation LP (Ve-
nus in Furs / GMG) 1988
Shadows and Lights / Wolf City Blues (circa
’85 versions).

Waiting for the Rain / Petite soeur (Flying
Charentaise 7”, with issue #3 of the fanzine)
1990

Wolf City Blues triple CD (Apachefilm) late
2008-early 2009?
[note: as I’m finishing this, the project is not
out yet and its title is not final, though very
probable]

19841984198419841984

Salted City / D-Section SP
           (Skydog Records 7”; as 84 Flesh) 3/78

La Crème de Skydog compilation LP (Skydog
Records) 8/78
Dirt / Flesh Kaput.

Henri Flesh with Mathématiques Modernes
Des jeunes gens modernes compilation LP/
CD (Naive CD / Born Bad records LP) 2008
Manekine.

Suicide Roméo
[Pierre Goddard – guitar / vocals, Michel Bellocq
– guitar / synth, Jean-Louis Winsberg – bass,
Frédéric Goddard – drums, Daniel Brunetti –
saxophone]

Suicide Roméo / Moderne romance
(Ze Records 7”) 1980

Suicide Roméo LP (Ze Records) 1980
Suicide Roméo / Gris / Snapshot / Triple ac-
cord / Moderne romance / Vision / Images /
Ching Chang / Needles in the Camel’s Eye.

Télépop compilation EP (Ze records, promo
only) 1980
Interlude / La séquence du spectateur.

HerHerHerHerHervé Zénoudavé Zénoudavé Zénoudavé Zénoudavé Zénouda (selected discog)

with Stinky Toys
Boozy Creed / Driver Blues (Polydor 7”; also re-
leased in the UK) 7/77

Stinky Toys LP (Polydor) 12/77
Plastic Faces / You Close your Eyes / City Life /
Jack the Ripper / Driver Blues / Boozy Creed /
More than Me / Lonely Lovers / Sun Sick / Pepe
Gestapo.

Stinky Toys LP (Vogue) 6/79
For You / No No / Birthday Party / Hullabaloo /
B.05 / Beauty and Pride / Black Mask / Free from
Love / No Me Dejes / He Loves Me / Uruguayan
Dream / Boozy Creed.

Le rock d’ici à l’Olympia compilation LP (Pathé
Marconi) 10/78
Plastic Faces (live).

with Guilty Razors
(HZ wasn’t their drummer but he played for the
EP sessions)

Provocate / Hurts and Noises / I Don’t Wanna Be
a Rich (Polydor 7” EP) 1978

8 08 08 08 08 0 Ugly ThingsUgly ThingsUgly ThingsUgly ThingsUgly Things Issue 28Issue 28Issue 28Issue 28Issue 28

Patrick Eudeline Patrick Eudeline Patrick Eudeline Patrick Eudeline Patrick Eudeline (selected discog)

with Asphalt Jungle
Déconnection / Asphalt Jungle / Never Mind
O.D./ No Escape (Cobra 7” EP) 6/77

Planté comme un privé / Purple Heart
(Skydog Records 7”) 2/78

Le rock d’ici à l’Olympia compilation LP (Pathé
Marconi) 10/78
Asphalt Jungle (live).

Skydog Commando compilation LP (Skydog
Records) 10/78
Money (Barrett Strong cover).

Poly Magoo / Love Lane
(Pathé Marconi 7”) 12/78

Solo
Bande de France vol. 1 compilation LP (Magic
Zip) 03/81
Dernière danse

Dès demain / Boxeur sonné (CBS 7”) 1982
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